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Final Presentation

The third and final update from our team’s research, discovery, and design process in responding to Pando’s prompt: How might we explore new opportunities 
for the Magenta House project while also developing new strategies for Pando to empower young people to not only care more about critical sustainability 
matters like water and power, but also do something about it locally. In this deck, we’ll present an overview of our research findings, the problem we discovered, 
and a proposal for a potential solution.



Research INSIGHTS

“Overwhelming pessimism surrounding sustainability initiatives”

“Great hope for substantial progress towards combating climate change”

“People don’t know where they fit in with the positive change ahead”

“Sustainability is a community problem, not a solo problem”

RESEARCH CONTEXT

Themes: Environmental Awareness and Learning, Practicality of knowledge, Importance and 
Transparency



22 interviews and 37 surveys

Over the course of 22 user interviews and 37 brief, 3 question surveys, we discovered the following major themes as paramount to both students and Pando 
(who are creating for students): Environmental Awareness and Learning, Practicality of knowledge, Importance and Transparency. Above, we’ve listed some 
of the most compelling direct quotes from our interviews, however, “Sustainability is a community problem, not a solo problem,” was a common narrative 
throughout our interviews.



Based on our research, many LA residents feel that they do 
not have sufficient knowledge on how to collectively make 
a large  impact.



Our impression is that in the past, Pando has focused 
primarily on .



The LA community is looking for Pando to supplement their 
education with  that have 

.

community

local education efforts

community-driven activities
tangible, measurable results

Problem Statement:

Our interviews, surveys, and extensive research on the surrounding context drove the discovery of what we understand to be a core problem for Angelinos in 
their journey to sustainability. Many local residents felt alone in their sustainability education, efforts, and advocacy. This made no sense to us, because 
everybody we spoke with was individually interested in engaging with more sustainability initiatives. It became incredibly clear that there was a fundamental 
lack of awareness and engagement in community-focused sustainability initiatives.



Water Tower

We’re incredibly excited to introduce Water Tower, our proposed solution for building a community-first sustainability initiative with the potential to engage 
millions of Angelinos in an effort to conserve water usage in one of the nation’s most water-strained communities. Water Tower was imagined as both an 
awareness and action-forward initiative with the goal of capturing attention and driving positive change in the water-usage habits of local residents.



Pando wants to impart sustainability values and practices to 
a hyper-local community through schoolteachers, 
administrators, and students.

Insight 2 - Making a Difference is Possible (Hope)

Insight 3 - Where Do I Fit In? 

Insight 4 - Community Problem, Community Impact

GOAL

Research Summary

Pando wants to impart sustainability values and practices to 
a hyper-local community through schoolteachers, 
administrators, and students.

GOAL

Pando wants to impart sustainability values and practices to 
a hyper-local community through schoolteachers, 
administrators, and students.

GOAL

Connect communities to solve sustainability problems 
together as one. Serve hyper-local communities and 
the larger Los Angeles County community.

GOAL

The goal of Water Tower is incredibly simple: to connect communities together-as-one to solve Los Angeles Counties most pressing sustainability problems: 
water usage. Water Tower aims to accomplish this within both hyper-local communtiies and the larger Los Angeles County community. The following three 
insights from our research motivate and drive the core of our solution. We found that people: 1) have an overwhelming hope that making a difference is 
possible 2) they wonder where they fit in when it comes to making a difference and most importantly 3) they recognize that they need to work together.
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Previously we.....

Previously we presented Best of LA, our concept for a billboard-leaderboard where individuals compete against one another to divert the most waste (in 
pounds) from landfills. While this idea was exciting, it was promoting community in an undesirable way. We realized that what we’re trying to facilitate isn’t 
competition against one another but instead, competition WITH one another. We’re really excited to share more details about how Best of LA has evolved into 
Pando’s Water Tower.



A multiplayer community game hosted on billboards within + across 
communities with an aim to meet Los Angeles County water sustainability goals.

Awareness -> Action -> Share -> Compete as One

community engagement challenge In the world quantifiable change healthy

Water Tower

Water Tower is a multiplayer community game which is hosted on billboards, metro advertising spots, and grassroots advertising locations (literally wherever 
you can put a sticker). This game would be focused around individuals working together to converse water (in gallons) by condensing shower time, reducing 
dishwasher / laundry use, and other common water-saving habits. Water Tower ideal sparks a chain reaction of 1) community awareness 2) community action 
3) community sharing 4) community togetherness towards a common cause (sustainability - in our case, conserving water).



Our Water Tower sizzle video showcases the story of two fellow Angelinos discovering and engaging with the Water Tower initiative. Please see the seperate 
video file or the YouTube link.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kwgIQkZHPY8


Water tower leverages inexpensive digital 
billboards to display LOCAL COMMUNITY and LA-
wide water usage information.

(depending on where the billboard is located)

Water Tower

Water Tower is made possible by leveraging inexpensive digital billboards to display targeted messages for both hyper-local and larger Los Angeles County 
communities. With these billboards powered by Blip and water usage data powered by the LADWP, we can create powerful, dynamic, accurate messaging 
about the state of Los Angeles County’s water-crisis and the communities positive progress towards change. Pair this with a grassroots, guerrila marketing 
campaign and we are confident that Pando can reach nearly 100% of Los Angeles County Residents.



Water Tower uses two distinct kinds of paid advertising. First, using LADWP provided data (more on this later), smaller billboards in hyper-local community 
areas like busstops will display localized water usage data for the relevant zip-code. This hyper-local messaging makes the connection to your personal usage 
more tangible. Secondarily, larger billboards (the massive digital ones powered by Blip) would display information targeted more broadly at any and all 
Angelinos, encouraging them to join the movement with the motivation of the change already being made by their fellow communtiy members.



For the static, hyper-local advertising we’d recommend using data from historical averages (3-month / 6-month / 1-year) since the static advertisements will 
not automatically update. Above, you can find three examples of hyper-local advertisements located at or directly outside of Los Angeles Metro stops. The 
overall framework for each is much the same, with only the zip code and water usage data changing on each visual. For the more broadly-targeted digital 
billboards, we recommend a format for walk-bys (where people can scan with their phone) and for drive-bys (where people remember the key website link).

90013, hyper-local

walk-by (scan), broad-audience drive-by (link), broad-audience

90047, hyper-local 90158, hyper-local



See your individual usage + measure your local and 
larger community + compare with others

EDUCATIONAL
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/ this month
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Anonymized Neighbor Average

Zip Code Average

Your Water Usage

Sign in with LADWP
By connecting your LADWP account, you 
can join the competition and start saving 
water... and money!

Water Tower

username

password

Sign In

Education
1. Shorter Showers 
Showers use about an average of 2.5 gallons of 
water per minute. A 10 minute shower would use 
about 25 gallons of water! Shorter shower times 
can save a substantial amount of water usage.

    

2. Use That Dishwasher 
While it may be counterintuitive, a dishwasher can 
be up to 10x more efficient with water usage than 
hand-washing dishes. Modern dishwashers use 
only 3-5 gallons of water per cycle whereas hand-
washing an entire dishwasher load could use up to 
30 gallons of water.

    

3. Wash Full Loads Of Clothes 🧺

A single cycle in the washing machine can use 
anywhere between 15 to 45 gallons of water. 
Thus, it’s incredibly important to run the washing 
machine as sparingly as possible. Pack that thing 
full before you hit go!

Water Tower

Get more Points

So, what happens after you gain awareness of water tower through the Water Tower billboards and ads? Now it’s time to see your impact on and individual 
level. By scanning the QR code on any Water Tower ad, you’ll be directed to a simple web-app where you can connect your LADWP account to see your 
household’s water usage impact. You can compare in a hyper-local way to anonymized data from your surrounding area and see how you are doing relative to 
a 3-block radius from you. You can also find educational information about how you can conserve and improve your water usage over time.



(leveraging curiosity to drive action)

It’s not a competition against each other.

It’s a competition with each other

Water Tower its NOT a competition against each other, which we had previously shown. Instead, we’re hoping to leverage hyper-local communities curiosities 
to see and compare their impact. We want to emphasize the point of leveraging a community’s curiosity - no matter if they are going to take action, just from a 
few of the interviewees we originally talked to, every single one of them said they’d be interested in seeing there water usage because they are hyper curious 
as to how they compare. Making that very clear on these giant and smaller billboards - its a competition WITH one another to help you do better together.



Why water? 

Pando has already recognized the deep connection of water to 
the Los Angeles community & to sustainability. 

An addt’l 28 surveys of homeowners confirmed this. We think it 
would be a great fit for family + community in Water Tower. 

Quantifiable Universal California

We know that Pando has already done a few key projects  in LA that are oriented around water like Water Blitz and your Water information page, and so we 
know that you recognize the value of water to sustainability and its connection to California. With an additional 28 surveys, we found that conserving water 
was a clear and tangible way that community members felt they could make a quantifiable impact. Pair this with years of drought, everyone in California knows 
the local importance of conserving water so the mission is especially powerful for Angelinos.



Partnerships - Expenses

Digital billboards sound expensive, right? We wanted to make sure that Water Tower was not only exciting and impactful, but also that it was feasible for an 
organization like Pando. We strongly believe that Pando can leverage both new and existing partnerships with local organizations and reduced expenses from 
advertising providers to deliver Water Tower in away that is cost neutral where income from partnerships and donors minus the expenses from advertising and 
infrastructure costs is ultimately net-zero (if not positive for Pando).



Partnerships

 Partner with LADWP for fundin
 Examples

 Pand
 LAUSD/Wildwood
 501c(3) grant

 Partner with LADWP for dat
 Tap directly into meter data (RF 

Frequency)
 Wide adoption of sub-metering 

and estimation

To make Water Tower happen, Pando will need to work with LADWP to get a live source of water information. From our own research, we know that LADWP 
has pursued similar partnerships in the past, to companies like with LAUSD and Wildwoods, even offering grants to 501c(3) non profits. We also know that 
Pando is already partnered with LADWP for other efforts! In terms of actually getting the water data, radio readable meters are already installed on most 
homes and apartment buildings. Pando simply needs to leverage existing data and deliver it through a more accessible user interface.



Expenses

 Blip Billboards (dynamic, digital
 34 blip board
 between 100,000 - 1,000,000 

daily views per billboar
 $20/day = 527 ‘blips
 $600 credit for non-profit 

organization
 Metro / Grassroots Ads (static, local

 hyper-loca
 low cost (wheatpasting, paper 

posters, stickers)
Green = high traffic, hyper local intersections for grassroots posts w/ 
Level 1 Billboards 

Red = high traffic Blip billboards for LA County Water Usage w/ Level 
2 Billboards 

Regarding expenses for Water Tower, we suggest that Pando pursue a partnership or client relaitonships with Blip billboards, which runs ~20 digital billboards 
located across Los Angeles County. We’ve have found that for just $20 per day, Blip will show Pando’s water metrics approximately 527 times. This scales 
pretty linearly - and the ESPECIALLY nice thing is they have a special deal for non-profits where they will give up to $600 a month in Billboard ads for FREE. 
Using the Blip billboard map, we’ve also created a proposed layout for which ad spots we believe could be best utilized for Water Tower.



Next Steps

 Fostering a partnership 
with LADWP

 Register Blip Billboards + 
Develop Tech Stack

 2 .  Track, iterate, grow 3 . 

Water usage data powers the core of this experience so a direct Pando Water Tower partnership is an absolute necessity for progressing with delivering Water 
Tower to all Los Angeles County Residents. Once the data source (LADWP) is confirmed, we recommend building a lightweight tech-stack for turning the data 
into both dynamic (Blip digital billboards) and static ads (hyper-local metro ads, posters, stickers, etc.). Once this intiial stack is built and Water Tower is being 
delivered to Angelinos, we think it is very important to track, iterate, and grow the impact of Water Tower through iterative development across the stack.



See environmental effects 
of actions at home

Challenge, compete and hear 
back from community members

Involving students, parents, 
and teachers in taking action

Our Vision for Pando
is clear, visible progress within your community

all within the Pando WaterTower.

Ideation Feedback Impact

We see so much potential for growth for Pando within the Water Tower initiative. We think it would be powerful to involve students, parents, and teachers in 
the creation of more diverse artwork for the Water Tower movement. Beyond this, the feedback from local community members will be critical in asseesing the 
viability of Water Tower prior to further developing the tech stack. Lastly, we envision Water Tower changing the way all Angelinos (and perhaps even more 
humans globally) track, visualize, understand, and improve their environmental impact within the home.




